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Neural Architecture Search
Evaluation Method

• Generally, this is performance on held-out data.  

• Evaluation is typically done by (partially) training the network and evaluating its 
performance on held-out data.
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• Motivated by the observation that a DNN architecture can be specified by a 
string of variable length (i.e. Breadth-first traversal of their DAG) 

• Use reinforcement learning to train an RNN that builds the network
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Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2017

A APPENDIX

Figure 7: Convolutional architecture discovered by our method, when the search space does not
have strides or pooling layers. FH is filter height, FW is filter width and N is number of filters. Note
that the skip connections are not residual connections. If one layer has many input layers then all
input layers are concatenated in the depth dimension.
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• Performance is on-par with other CNNs 
of the time

Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2017

A APPENDIX

Figure 7: Convolutional architecture discovered by our method, when the search space does not
have strides or pooling layers. FH is filter height, FW is filter width and N is number of filters. Note
that the skip connections are not residual connections. If one layer has many input layers then all
input layers are concatenated in the depth dimension.
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• This is a very general method
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• This is a very general method 

• The cost of that is compute: This used 800 GPUs (for an unspecified amount of 
time) and trained >12,000 candidate architectures
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• Instead, limit the search space with “blocks”
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• Instead, limit the search space with “blocks” 

• This is similar to “Human Neural Architecture Search”

Search via Reinforcement Learning
NASNet
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• Instead, limit the search space with “blocks”

Figure 2. Scalable architectures for image classification consist of
two repeated motifs termed Normal Cell and Reduction Cell. This
diagram highlights the model architecture for CIFAR-10 and Ima-
geNet. The choice for the number of times the Normal Cells that
gets stacked between reduction cells, N , can vary in our experi-
ments.

as input: (1) convolutional cells that return a feature map of
the same dimension, and (2) convolutional cells that return
a feature map where the feature map height and width is re-
duced by a factor of two. We name the first type and second
type of convolutional cells Normal Cell and Reduction Cell

respectively. For the Reduction Cell, we make the initial
operation applied to the cell’s inputs have a stride of two to
reduce the height and width. All of our operations that we
consider for building our convolutional cells have an option
of striding.

Figure 2 shows our placement of Normal and Reduction
Cells for CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. Note on ImageNet we
have more Reduction Cells, since the incoming image size
is 299x299 compared to 32x32 for CIFAR. The Reduction
and Normal Cell could have the same architecture, but we
empirically found it beneficial to learn two separate archi-
tectures. We use a common heuristic to double the number
of filters in the output whenever the spatial activation size is
reduced in order to maintain roughly constant hidden state
dimension [32, 53]. Importantly, much like Inception and
ResNet models [59, 20, 60, 58], we consider the number of
motif repetitions N and the number of initial convolutional
filters as free parameters that we tailor to the scale of an
image classification problem.

What varies in the convolutional nets is the structures of

the Normal and Reduction Cells, which are searched by the
controller RNN. The structures of the cells can be searched
within a search space defined as follows (see Appendix,
Figure 7 for schematic). In our search space, each cell re-
ceives as input two initial hidden states hi and hi�1 which
are the outputs of two cells in previous two lower layers
or the input image. The controller RNN recursively pre-
dicts the rest of the structure of the convolutional cell, given
these two initial hidden states (Figure 3). The predictions
of the controller for each cell are grouped into B blocks,
where each block has 5 prediction steps made by 5 distinct
softmax classifiers corresponding to discrete choices of the
elements of a block:

Step 1. Select a hidden state from hi, hi�1 or from the set of hidden
states created in previous blocks.

Step 2. Select a second hidden state from the same options as in Step 1.

Step 3. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 1.

Step 4. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 2.

Step 5. Select a method to combine the outputs of Step 3 and 4 to create
a new hidden state.

The algorithm appends the newly-created hidden state to
the set of existing hidden states as a potential input in sub-
sequent blocks. The controller RNN repeats the above 5
prediction steps B times corresponding to the B blocks in
a convolutional cell. In our experiments, selecting B = 5
provides good results, although we have not exhaustively
searched this space due to computational limitations.

In steps 3 and 4, the controller RNN selects an operation
to apply to the hidden states. We collected the following set
of operations based on their prevalence in the CNN litera-
ture:

• identity • 1x3 then 3x1 convolution
• 1x7 then 7x1 convolution • 3x3 dilated convolution
• 3x3 average pooling • 3x3 max pooling
• 5x5 max pooling • 7x7 max pooling
• 1x1 convolution • 3x3 convolution
• 3x3 depthwise-separable conv • 5x5 depthwise-seperable conv
• 7x7 depthwise-separable conv

In step 5 the controller RNN selects a method to combine
the two hidden states, either (1) element-wise addition be-
tween two hidden states or (2) concatenation between two
hidden states along the filter dimension. Finally, all of the
unused hidden states generated in the convolutional cell are
concatenated together in depth to provide the final cell out-
put.

To allow the controller RNN to predict both Normal Cell
and Reduction Cell, we simply make the controller have
2 ⇥ 5B predictions in total, where the first 5B predictions
are for the Normal Cell and the second 5B predictions are
for the Reduction Cell.

Search via Reinforcement Learning
NASNet
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• Instead, limit the search space with “blocks”

Figure 2. Scalable architectures for image classification consist of
two repeated motifs termed Normal Cell and Reduction Cell. This
diagram highlights the model architecture for CIFAR-10 and Ima-
geNet. The choice for the number of times the Normal Cells that
gets stacked between reduction cells, N , can vary in our experi-
ments.

as input: (1) convolutional cells that return a feature map of
the same dimension, and (2) convolutional cells that return
a feature map where the feature map height and width is re-
duced by a factor of two. We name the first type and second
type of convolutional cells Normal Cell and Reduction Cell

respectively. For the Reduction Cell, we make the initial
operation applied to the cell’s inputs have a stride of two to
reduce the height and width. All of our operations that we
consider for building our convolutional cells have an option
of striding.

Figure 2 shows our placement of Normal and Reduction
Cells for CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. Note on ImageNet we
have more Reduction Cells, since the incoming image size
is 299x299 compared to 32x32 for CIFAR. The Reduction
and Normal Cell could have the same architecture, but we
empirically found it beneficial to learn two separate archi-
tectures. We use a common heuristic to double the number
of filters in the output whenever the spatial activation size is
reduced in order to maintain roughly constant hidden state
dimension [32, 53]. Importantly, much like Inception and
ResNet models [59, 20, 60, 58], we consider the number of
motif repetitions N and the number of initial convolutional
filters as free parameters that we tailor to the scale of an
image classification problem.

What varies in the convolutional nets is the structures of

the Normal and Reduction Cells, which are searched by the
controller RNN. The structures of the cells can be searched
within a search space defined as follows (see Appendix,
Figure 7 for schematic). In our search space, each cell re-
ceives as input two initial hidden states hi and hi�1 which
are the outputs of two cells in previous two lower layers
or the input image. The controller RNN recursively pre-
dicts the rest of the structure of the convolutional cell, given
these two initial hidden states (Figure 3). The predictions
of the controller for each cell are grouped into B blocks,
where each block has 5 prediction steps made by 5 distinct
softmax classifiers corresponding to discrete choices of the
elements of a block:

Step 1. Select a hidden state from hi, hi�1 or from the set of hidden
states created in previous blocks.

Step 2. Select a second hidden state from the same options as in Step 1.

Step 3. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 1.

Step 4. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 2.

Step 5. Select a method to combine the outputs of Step 3 and 4 to create
a new hidden state.

The algorithm appends the newly-created hidden state to
the set of existing hidden states as a potential input in sub-
sequent blocks. The controller RNN repeats the above 5
prediction steps B times corresponding to the B blocks in
a convolutional cell. In our experiments, selecting B = 5
provides good results, although we have not exhaustively
searched this space due to computational limitations.

In steps 3 and 4, the controller RNN selects an operation
to apply to the hidden states. We collected the following set
of operations based on their prevalence in the CNN litera-
ture:

• identity • 1x3 then 3x1 convolution
• 1x7 then 7x1 convolution • 3x3 dilated convolution
• 3x3 average pooling • 3x3 max pooling
• 5x5 max pooling • 7x7 max pooling
• 1x1 convolution • 3x3 convolution
• 3x3 depthwise-separable conv • 5x5 depthwise-seperable conv
• 7x7 depthwise-separable conv

In step 5 the controller RNN selects a method to combine
the two hidden states, either (1) element-wise addition be-
tween two hidden states or (2) concatenation between two
hidden states along the filter dimension. Finally, all of the
unused hidden states generated in the convolutional cell are
concatenated together in depth to provide the final cell out-
put.

To allow the controller RNN to predict both Normal Cell
and Reduction Cell, we simply make the controller have
2 ⇥ 5B predictions in total, where the first 5B predictions
are for the Normal Cell and the second 5B predictions are
for the Reduction Cell.

Search via Reinforcement Learning
NASNet
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• Instead, limit the search space with “blocks”

Figure 2. Scalable architectures for image classification consist of
two repeated motifs termed Normal Cell and Reduction Cell. This
diagram highlights the model architecture for CIFAR-10 and Ima-
geNet. The choice for the number of times the Normal Cells that
gets stacked between reduction cells, N , can vary in our experi-
ments.

as input: (1) convolutional cells that return a feature map of
the same dimension, and (2) convolutional cells that return
a feature map where the feature map height and width is re-
duced by a factor of two. We name the first type and second
type of convolutional cells Normal Cell and Reduction Cell

respectively. For the Reduction Cell, we make the initial
operation applied to the cell’s inputs have a stride of two to
reduce the height and width. All of our operations that we
consider for building our convolutional cells have an option
of striding.

Figure 2 shows our placement of Normal and Reduction
Cells for CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. Note on ImageNet we
have more Reduction Cells, since the incoming image size
is 299x299 compared to 32x32 for CIFAR. The Reduction
and Normal Cell could have the same architecture, but we
empirically found it beneficial to learn two separate archi-
tectures. We use a common heuristic to double the number
of filters in the output whenever the spatial activation size is
reduced in order to maintain roughly constant hidden state
dimension [32, 53]. Importantly, much like Inception and
ResNet models [59, 20, 60, 58], we consider the number of
motif repetitions N and the number of initial convolutional
filters as free parameters that we tailor to the scale of an
image classification problem.

What varies in the convolutional nets is the structures of

the Normal and Reduction Cells, which are searched by the
controller RNN. The structures of the cells can be searched
within a search space defined as follows (see Appendix,
Figure 7 for schematic). In our search space, each cell re-
ceives as input two initial hidden states hi and hi�1 which
are the outputs of two cells in previous two lower layers
or the input image. The controller RNN recursively pre-
dicts the rest of the structure of the convolutional cell, given
these two initial hidden states (Figure 3). The predictions
of the controller for each cell are grouped into B blocks,
where each block has 5 prediction steps made by 5 distinct
softmax classifiers corresponding to discrete choices of the
elements of a block:

Step 1. Select a hidden state from hi, hi�1 or from the set of hidden
states created in previous blocks.

Step 2. Select a second hidden state from the same options as in Step 1.

Step 3. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 1.

Step 4. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 2.

Step 5. Select a method to combine the outputs of Step 3 and 4 to create
a new hidden state.

The algorithm appends the newly-created hidden state to
the set of existing hidden states as a potential input in sub-
sequent blocks. The controller RNN repeats the above 5
prediction steps B times corresponding to the B blocks in
a convolutional cell. In our experiments, selecting B = 5
provides good results, although we have not exhaustively
searched this space due to computational limitations.

In steps 3 and 4, the controller RNN selects an operation
to apply to the hidden states. We collected the following set
of operations based on their prevalence in the CNN litera-
ture:

• identity • 1x3 then 3x1 convolution
• 1x7 then 7x1 convolution • 3x3 dilated convolution
• 3x3 average pooling • 3x3 max pooling
• 5x5 max pooling • 7x7 max pooling
• 1x1 convolution • 3x3 convolution
• 3x3 depthwise-separable conv • 5x5 depthwise-seperable conv
• 7x7 depthwise-separable conv

In step 5 the controller RNN selects a method to combine
the two hidden states, either (1) element-wise addition be-
tween two hidden states or (2) concatenation between two
hidden states along the filter dimension. Finally, all of the
unused hidden states generated in the convolutional cell are
concatenated together in depth to provide the final cell out-
put.

To allow the controller RNN to predict both Normal Cell
and Reduction Cell, we simply make the controller have
2 ⇥ 5B predictions in total, where the first 5B predictions
are for the Normal Cell and the second 5B predictions are
for the Reduction Cell.

Search via Reinforcement Learning
NASNet
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• Instead, limit the search space with “blocks”

Figure 2. Scalable architectures for image classification consist of
two repeated motifs termed Normal Cell and Reduction Cell. This
diagram highlights the model architecture for CIFAR-10 and Ima-
geNet. The choice for the number of times the Normal Cells that
gets stacked between reduction cells, N , can vary in our experi-
ments.

as input: (1) convolutional cells that return a feature map of
the same dimension, and (2) convolutional cells that return
a feature map where the feature map height and width is re-
duced by a factor of two. We name the first type and second
type of convolutional cells Normal Cell and Reduction Cell

respectively. For the Reduction Cell, we make the initial
operation applied to the cell’s inputs have a stride of two to
reduce the height and width. All of our operations that we
consider for building our convolutional cells have an option
of striding.

Figure 2 shows our placement of Normal and Reduction
Cells for CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. Note on ImageNet we
have more Reduction Cells, since the incoming image size
is 299x299 compared to 32x32 for CIFAR. The Reduction
and Normal Cell could have the same architecture, but we
empirically found it beneficial to learn two separate archi-
tectures. We use a common heuristic to double the number
of filters in the output whenever the spatial activation size is
reduced in order to maintain roughly constant hidden state
dimension [32, 53]. Importantly, much like Inception and
ResNet models [59, 20, 60, 58], we consider the number of
motif repetitions N and the number of initial convolutional
filters as free parameters that we tailor to the scale of an
image classification problem.

What varies in the convolutional nets is the structures of

the Normal and Reduction Cells, which are searched by the
controller RNN. The structures of the cells can be searched
within a search space defined as follows (see Appendix,
Figure 7 for schematic). In our search space, each cell re-
ceives as input two initial hidden states hi and hi�1 which
are the outputs of two cells in previous two lower layers
or the input image. The controller RNN recursively pre-
dicts the rest of the structure of the convolutional cell, given
these two initial hidden states (Figure 3). The predictions
of the controller for each cell are grouped into B blocks,
where each block has 5 prediction steps made by 5 distinct
softmax classifiers corresponding to discrete choices of the
elements of a block:

Step 1. Select a hidden state from hi, hi�1 or from the set of hidden
states created in previous blocks.

Step 2. Select a second hidden state from the same options as in Step 1.

Step 3. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 1.

Step 4. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 2.

Step 5. Select a method to combine the outputs of Step 3 and 4 to create
a new hidden state.

The algorithm appends the newly-created hidden state to
the set of existing hidden states as a potential input in sub-
sequent blocks. The controller RNN repeats the above 5
prediction steps B times corresponding to the B blocks in
a convolutional cell. In our experiments, selecting B = 5
provides good results, although we have not exhaustively
searched this space due to computational limitations.

In steps 3 and 4, the controller RNN selects an operation
to apply to the hidden states. We collected the following set
of operations based on their prevalence in the CNN litera-
ture:

• identity • 1x3 then 3x1 convolution
• 1x7 then 7x1 convolution • 3x3 dilated convolution
• 3x3 average pooling • 3x3 max pooling
• 5x5 max pooling • 7x7 max pooling
• 1x1 convolution • 3x3 convolution
• 3x3 depthwise-separable conv • 5x5 depthwise-seperable conv
• 7x7 depthwise-separable conv

In step 5 the controller RNN selects a method to combine
the two hidden states, either (1) element-wise addition be-
tween two hidden states or (2) concatenation between two
hidden states along the filter dimension. Finally, all of the
unused hidden states generated in the convolutional cell are
concatenated together in depth to provide the final cell out-
put.

To allow the controller RNN to predict both Normal Cell
and Reduction Cell, we simply make the controller have
2 ⇥ 5B predictions in total, where the first 5B predictions
are for the Normal Cell and the second 5B predictions are
for the Reduction Cell.

Search via Reinforcement Learning
NASNet
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Figure 2. Scalable architectures for image classification consist of
two repeated motifs termed Normal Cell and Reduction Cell. This
diagram highlights the model architecture for CIFAR-10 and Ima-
geNet. The choice for the number of times the Normal Cells that
gets stacked between reduction cells, N , can vary in our experi-
ments.

as input: (1) convolutional cells that return a feature map of
the same dimension, and (2) convolutional cells that return
a feature map where the feature map height and width is re-
duced by a factor of two. We name the first type and second
type of convolutional cells Normal Cell and Reduction Cell

respectively. For the Reduction Cell, we make the initial
operation applied to the cell’s inputs have a stride of two to
reduce the height and width. All of our operations that we
consider for building our convolutional cells have an option
of striding.

Figure 2 shows our placement of Normal and Reduction
Cells for CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. Note on ImageNet we
have more Reduction Cells, since the incoming image size
is 299x299 compared to 32x32 for CIFAR. The Reduction
and Normal Cell could have the same architecture, but we
empirically found it beneficial to learn two separate archi-
tectures. We use a common heuristic to double the number
of filters in the output whenever the spatial activation size is
reduced in order to maintain roughly constant hidden state
dimension [32, 53]. Importantly, much like Inception and
ResNet models [59, 20, 60, 58], we consider the number of
motif repetitions N and the number of initial convolutional
filters as free parameters that we tailor to the scale of an
image classification problem.

What varies in the convolutional nets is the structures of

the Normal and Reduction Cells, which are searched by the
controller RNN. The structures of the cells can be searched
within a search space defined as follows (see Appendix,
Figure 7 for schematic). In our search space, each cell re-
ceives as input two initial hidden states hi and hi�1 which
are the outputs of two cells in previous two lower layers
or the input image. The controller RNN recursively pre-
dicts the rest of the structure of the convolutional cell, given
these two initial hidden states (Figure 3). The predictions
of the controller for each cell are grouped into B blocks,
where each block has 5 prediction steps made by 5 distinct
softmax classifiers corresponding to discrete choices of the
elements of a block:

Step 1. Select a hidden state from hi, hi�1 or from the set of hidden
states created in previous blocks.

Step 2. Select a second hidden state from the same options as in Step 1.

Step 3. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 1.

Step 4. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 2.

Step 5. Select a method to combine the outputs of Step 3 and 4 to create
a new hidden state.

The algorithm appends the newly-created hidden state to
the set of existing hidden states as a potential input in sub-
sequent blocks. The controller RNN repeats the above 5
prediction steps B times corresponding to the B blocks in
a convolutional cell. In our experiments, selecting B = 5
provides good results, although we have not exhaustively
searched this space due to computational limitations.

In steps 3 and 4, the controller RNN selects an operation
to apply to the hidden states. We collected the following set
of operations based on their prevalence in the CNN litera-
ture:

• identity • 1x3 then 3x1 convolution
• 1x7 then 7x1 convolution • 3x3 dilated convolution
• 3x3 average pooling • 3x3 max pooling
• 5x5 max pooling • 7x7 max pooling
• 1x1 convolution • 3x3 convolution
• 3x3 depthwise-separable conv • 5x5 depthwise-seperable conv
• 7x7 depthwise-separable conv

In step 5 the controller RNN selects a method to combine
the two hidden states, either (1) element-wise addition be-
tween two hidden states or (2) concatenation between two
hidden states along the filter dimension. Finally, all of the
unused hidden states generated in the convolutional cell are
concatenated together in depth to provide the final cell out-
put.

To allow the controller RNN to predict both Normal Cell
and Reduction Cell, we simply make the controller have
2 ⇥ 5B predictions in total, where the first 5B predictions
are for the Normal Cell and the second 5B predictions are
for the Reduction Cell.
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Figure 4. Architecture of the best convolutional cells (NASNet-A) with B = 5 blocks identified with CIFAR-10 . The input (white) is the
hidden state from previous activations (or input image). The output (pink) is the result of a concatenation operation across all resulting
branches. Each convolutional cell is the result of B blocks. A single block is corresponds to two primitive operations (yellow) and a
combination operation (green). Note that colors correspond to operations in Figure 3.

4.1. Results on CIFAR-10 Image Classification

For the task of image classification with CIFAR-10, we
set N = 4 or 6 (Figure 2). The test accuracies of the
best architectures are reported in Table 1 along with other
state-of-the-art models. As can be seen from the Table, a
large NASNet-A model with cutout data augmentation [12]
achieves a state-of-the-art error rate of 2.40% (averaged
across 5 runs), which is slightly better than the previous
best record of 2.56% by [12]. The best single run from our
model achieves 2.19% error rate.

4.2. Results on ImageNet Image Classification

We performed several sets of experiments on ImageNet
with the best convolutional cells learned from CIFAR-10.
We emphasize that we merely transfer the architectures
from CIFAR-10 but train all ImageNet models weights from
scratch.

Results are summarized in Table 2 and 3 and Figure 5.
In the first set of experiments, we train several image clas-
sification systems operating on 299x299 or 331x331 reso-
lution images with different experiments scaled in compu-
tational demand to create models that are roughly on par
in computational cost with Inception-v2 [29], Inception-v3
[60] and PolyNet [69]. We show that this family of mod-
els achieve state-of-the-art performance with fewer floating
point operations and parameters than comparable architec-
tures. Second, we demonstrate that by adjusting the scale
of the model we can achieve state-of-the-art performance
at smaller computational budgets, exceeding streamlined

CNNs hand-designed for this operating regime [24, 70].
Note we do not have residual connections between con-

volutional cells as the models learn skip connections on
their own. We empirically found manually inserting resid-
ual connections between cells to not help performance. Our
training setup on ImageNet is similar to [60], but please see
Appendix A for details.

Table 2 shows that the convolutional cells discov-
ered with CIFAR-10 generalize well to ImageNet prob-
lems. In particular, each model based on the convolu-
tional cells exceeds the predictive performance of the cor-
responding hand-designed model. Importantly, the largest
model achieves a new state-of-the-art performance for Ima-
geNet (82.7%) based on single, non-ensembled predictions,
surpassing previous best published result by ⇠1.2% [8].
Among the unpublished works, our model is on par with
the best reported result of 82.7% [25], while having signif-
icantly fewer floating point operations. Figure 5 shows a
complete summary of our results in comparison with other
published results. Note the family of models based on con-
volutional cells provides an envelope over a broad class of
human-invented architectures.

Finally, we test how well the best convolutional cells
may perform in a resource-constrained setting, e.g., mobile
devices (Table 3). In these settings, the number of float-
ing point operations is severely constrained and predictive
performance must be weighed against latency requirements
on a device with limited computational resources. Mo-
bileNet [24] and ShuffleNet [70] provide state-of-the-art re-
sults obtaining 70.6% and 70.9% accuracy, respectively on
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Figure 2. Scalable architectures for image classification consist of
two repeated motifs termed Normal Cell and Reduction Cell. This
diagram highlights the model architecture for CIFAR-10 and Ima-
geNet. The choice for the number of times the Normal Cells that
gets stacked between reduction cells, N , can vary in our experi-
ments.

as input: (1) convolutional cells that return a feature map of
the same dimension, and (2) convolutional cells that return
a feature map where the feature map height and width is re-
duced by a factor of two. We name the first type and second
type of convolutional cells Normal Cell and Reduction Cell

respectively. For the Reduction Cell, we make the initial
operation applied to the cell’s inputs have a stride of two to
reduce the height and width. All of our operations that we
consider for building our convolutional cells have an option
of striding.

Figure 2 shows our placement of Normal and Reduction
Cells for CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. Note on ImageNet we
have more Reduction Cells, since the incoming image size
is 299x299 compared to 32x32 for CIFAR. The Reduction
and Normal Cell could have the same architecture, but we
empirically found it beneficial to learn two separate archi-
tectures. We use a common heuristic to double the number
of filters in the output whenever the spatial activation size is
reduced in order to maintain roughly constant hidden state
dimension [32, 53]. Importantly, much like Inception and
ResNet models [59, 20, 60, 58], we consider the number of
motif repetitions N and the number of initial convolutional
filters as free parameters that we tailor to the scale of an
image classification problem.

What varies in the convolutional nets is the structures of

the Normal and Reduction Cells, which are searched by the
controller RNN. The structures of the cells can be searched
within a search space defined as follows (see Appendix,
Figure 7 for schematic). In our search space, each cell re-
ceives as input two initial hidden states hi and hi�1 which
are the outputs of two cells in previous two lower layers
or the input image. The controller RNN recursively pre-
dicts the rest of the structure of the convolutional cell, given
these two initial hidden states (Figure 3). The predictions
of the controller for each cell are grouped into B blocks,
where each block has 5 prediction steps made by 5 distinct
softmax classifiers corresponding to discrete choices of the
elements of a block:

Step 1. Select a hidden state from hi, hi�1 or from the set of hidden
states created in previous blocks.

Step 2. Select a second hidden state from the same options as in Step 1.

Step 3. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 1.

Step 4. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 2.

Step 5. Select a method to combine the outputs of Step 3 and 4 to create
a new hidden state.

The algorithm appends the newly-created hidden state to
the set of existing hidden states as a potential input in sub-
sequent blocks. The controller RNN repeats the above 5
prediction steps B times corresponding to the B blocks in
a convolutional cell. In our experiments, selecting B = 5
provides good results, although we have not exhaustively
searched this space due to computational limitations.

In steps 3 and 4, the controller RNN selects an operation
to apply to the hidden states. We collected the following set
of operations based on their prevalence in the CNN litera-
ture:

• identity • 1x3 then 3x1 convolution
• 1x7 then 7x1 convolution • 3x3 dilated convolution
• 3x3 average pooling • 3x3 max pooling
• 5x5 max pooling • 7x7 max pooling
• 1x1 convolution • 3x3 convolution
• 3x3 depthwise-separable conv • 5x5 depthwise-seperable conv
• 7x7 depthwise-separable conv

In step 5 the controller RNN selects a method to combine
the two hidden states, either (1) element-wise addition be-
tween two hidden states or (2) concatenation between two
hidden states along the filter dimension. Finally, all of the
unused hidden states generated in the convolutional cell are
concatenated together in depth to provide the final cell out-
put.

To allow the controller RNN to predict both Normal Cell
and Reduction Cell, we simply make the controller have
2 ⇥ 5B predictions in total, where the first 5B predictions
are for the Normal Cell and the second 5B predictions are
for the Reduction Cell.
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Figure 4. Architecture of the best convolutional cells (NASNet-A) with B = 5 blocks identified with CIFAR-10 . The input (white) is the
hidden state from previous activations (or input image). The output (pink) is the result of a concatenation operation across all resulting
branches. Each convolutional cell is the result of B blocks. A single block is corresponds to two primitive operations (yellow) and a
combination operation (green). Note that colors correspond to operations in Figure 3.

4.1. Results on CIFAR-10 Image Classification

For the task of image classification with CIFAR-10, we
set N = 4 or 6 (Figure 2). The test accuracies of the
best architectures are reported in Table 1 along with other
state-of-the-art models. As can be seen from the Table, a
large NASNet-A model with cutout data augmentation [12]
achieves a state-of-the-art error rate of 2.40% (averaged
across 5 runs), which is slightly better than the previous
best record of 2.56% by [12]. The best single run from our
model achieves 2.19% error rate.

4.2. Results on ImageNet Image Classification

We performed several sets of experiments on ImageNet
with the best convolutional cells learned from CIFAR-10.
We emphasize that we merely transfer the architectures
from CIFAR-10 but train all ImageNet models weights from
scratch.

Results are summarized in Table 2 and 3 and Figure 5.
In the first set of experiments, we train several image clas-
sification systems operating on 299x299 or 331x331 reso-
lution images with different experiments scaled in compu-
tational demand to create models that are roughly on par
in computational cost with Inception-v2 [29], Inception-v3
[60] and PolyNet [69]. We show that this family of mod-
els achieve state-of-the-art performance with fewer floating
point operations and parameters than comparable architec-
tures. Second, we demonstrate that by adjusting the scale
of the model we can achieve state-of-the-art performance
at smaller computational budgets, exceeding streamlined

CNNs hand-designed for this operating regime [24, 70].
Note we do not have residual connections between con-

volutional cells as the models learn skip connections on
their own. We empirically found manually inserting resid-
ual connections between cells to not help performance. Our
training setup on ImageNet is similar to [60], but please see
Appendix A for details.

Table 2 shows that the convolutional cells discov-
ered with CIFAR-10 generalize well to ImageNet prob-
lems. In particular, each model based on the convolu-
tional cells exceeds the predictive performance of the cor-
responding hand-designed model. Importantly, the largest
model achieves a new state-of-the-art performance for Ima-
geNet (82.7%) based on single, non-ensembled predictions,
surpassing previous best published result by ⇠1.2% [8].
Among the unpublished works, our model is on par with
the best reported result of 82.7% [25], while having signif-
icantly fewer floating point operations. Figure 5 shows a
complete summary of our results in comparison with other
published results. Note the family of models based on con-
volutional cells provides an envelope over a broad class of
human-invented architectures.

Finally, we test how well the best convolutional cells
may perform in a resource-constrained setting, e.g., mobile
devices (Table 3). In these settings, the number of float-
ing point operations is severely constrained and predictive
performance must be weighed against latency requirements
on a device with limited computational resources. Mo-
bileNet [24] and ShuffleNet [70] provide state-of-the-art re-
sults obtaining 70.6% and 70.9% accuracy, respectively on
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Figure 2. Scalable architectures for image classification consist of
two repeated motifs termed Normal Cell and Reduction Cell. This
diagram highlights the model architecture for CIFAR-10 and Ima-
geNet. The choice for the number of times the Normal Cells that
gets stacked between reduction cells, N , can vary in our experi-
ments.

as input: (1) convolutional cells that return a feature map of
the same dimension, and (2) convolutional cells that return
a feature map where the feature map height and width is re-
duced by a factor of two. We name the first type and second
type of convolutional cells Normal Cell and Reduction Cell

respectively. For the Reduction Cell, we make the initial
operation applied to the cell’s inputs have a stride of two to
reduce the height and width. All of our operations that we
consider for building our convolutional cells have an option
of striding.

Figure 2 shows our placement of Normal and Reduction
Cells for CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. Note on ImageNet we
have more Reduction Cells, since the incoming image size
is 299x299 compared to 32x32 for CIFAR. The Reduction
and Normal Cell could have the same architecture, but we
empirically found it beneficial to learn two separate archi-
tectures. We use a common heuristic to double the number
of filters in the output whenever the spatial activation size is
reduced in order to maintain roughly constant hidden state
dimension [32, 53]. Importantly, much like Inception and
ResNet models [59, 20, 60, 58], we consider the number of
motif repetitions N and the number of initial convolutional
filters as free parameters that we tailor to the scale of an
image classification problem.

What varies in the convolutional nets is the structures of

the Normal and Reduction Cells, which are searched by the
controller RNN. The structures of the cells can be searched
within a search space defined as follows (see Appendix,
Figure 7 for schematic). In our search space, each cell re-
ceives as input two initial hidden states hi and hi�1 which
are the outputs of two cells in previous two lower layers
or the input image. The controller RNN recursively pre-
dicts the rest of the structure of the convolutional cell, given
these two initial hidden states (Figure 3). The predictions
of the controller for each cell are grouped into B blocks,
where each block has 5 prediction steps made by 5 distinct
softmax classifiers corresponding to discrete choices of the
elements of a block:

Step 1. Select a hidden state from hi, hi�1 or from the set of hidden
states created in previous blocks.

Step 2. Select a second hidden state from the same options as in Step 1.

Step 3. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 1.

Step 4. Select an operation to apply to the hidden state selected in Step 2.

Step 5. Select a method to combine the outputs of Step 3 and 4 to create
a new hidden state.

The algorithm appends the newly-created hidden state to
the set of existing hidden states as a potential input in sub-
sequent blocks. The controller RNN repeats the above 5
prediction steps B times corresponding to the B blocks in
a convolutional cell. In our experiments, selecting B = 5
provides good results, although we have not exhaustively
searched this space due to computational limitations.

In steps 3 and 4, the controller RNN selects an operation
to apply to the hidden states. We collected the following set
of operations based on their prevalence in the CNN litera-
ture:

• identity • 1x3 then 3x1 convolution
• 1x7 then 7x1 convolution • 3x3 dilated convolution
• 3x3 average pooling • 3x3 max pooling
• 5x5 max pooling • 7x7 max pooling
• 1x1 convolution • 3x3 convolution
• 3x3 depthwise-separable conv • 5x5 depthwise-seperable conv
• 7x7 depthwise-separable conv

In step 5 the controller RNN selects a method to combine
the two hidden states, either (1) element-wise addition be-
tween two hidden states or (2) concatenation between two
hidden states along the filter dimension. Finally, all of the
unused hidden states generated in the convolutional cell are
concatenated together in depth to provide the final cell out-
put.

To allow the controller RNN to predict both Normal Cell
and Reduction Cell, we simply make the controller have
2 ⇥ 5B predictions in total, where the first 5B predictions
are for the Normal Cell and the second 5B predictions are
for the Reduction Cell.
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<latexit sha1_base64="UHoOe+XtoGZF4acZPelWpYJ3ut8=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYJUY9ELx4xkUeElfQOszBhdnYzM2tCCH/hxYPGePVvvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUUdagsYhVO0DNBJesYbgRrJ0ohlEgWCsY3cz81hNTmsfy3owT5kc4kDzkFI2VHrookiH23MdKr1hyy+4cZJV4GSlBhnqv+NXtxzSNmDRUoNYdz02MP0FlOBVsWuimmiVIRzhgHUslRkz7k/nFU3JmlT4JY2VLGjJXf09MMNJ6HAW2M0Iz1MveTPzP66QmvPInXCapYZIuFoWpICYms/dJnytGjRhbglRxeyuhQ1RIjQ2pYEPwll9eJc1K2bsoV++qpdp1FkceTuAUzsGDS6jBLdShARQkPMMrvDnaeXHenY9Fa87JZo7hD5zPH+CwkGg=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="lu/n7gbhVxZLuXSXlT+Yn6Krguk=">AAACHXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARXJVEiroRim5cVrAXaNIwmU7aaWeSMDNRSuiLuPFV3LhQxIUb8W2ctAG19YeBn++cw5nz+zGjUlnWl1FYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3zN29powSgUkDRywSbR9JwmhIGooqRtqxIIj7jLT80VVWb90RIWkU3qpxTFyO+iENKEZKI8+s3nepZ8EL6AQC4ZR0UwexeIAyOpmkjky4N4Q/eJhhzyxbFWsquGjs3JRBrrpnfji9CCechAozJGXHtmLlpkgoihmZlJxEkhjhEeqTjrYh4kS66fS6CTzSpAeDSOgXKjilvydSxKUcc193cqQGcr6Wwf9qnUQF525KwzhRJMSzRUHCoIpgFhXsUUGwYmNtEBZU/xXiAdIxKR1oSYdgz5+8aJonFfu0Ur2plmuXeRxFcAAOwTGwwRmogWtQBw2AwQN4Ai/g1Xg0no03433WWjDymX3wR8bnN9hQom8=</latexit>
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↵1
0

<latexit sha1_base64="UHoOe+XtoGZF4acZPelWpYJ3ut8=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYJUY9ELx4xkUeElfQOszBhdnYzM2tCCH/hxYPGePVvvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUUdagsYhVO0DNBJesYbgRrJ0ohlEgWCsY3cz81hNTmsfy3owT5kc4kDzkFI2VHrookiH23MdKr1hyy+4cZJV4GSlBhnqv+NXtxzSNmDRUoNYdz02MP0FlOBVsWuimmiVIRzhgHUslRkz7k/nFU3JmlT4JY2VLGjJXf09MMNJ6HAW2M0Iz1MveTPzP66QmvPInXCapYZIuFoWpICYms/dJnytGjRhbglRxeyuhQ1RIjQ2pYEPwll9eJc1K2bsoV++qpdp1FkceTuAUzsGDS6jBLdShARQkPMMrvDnaeXHenY9Fa87JZo7hD5zPH+CwkGg=</latexit>

↵2
0

<latexit sha1_base64="lu/n7gbhVxZLuXSXlT+Yn6Krguk=">AAACHXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARXJVEiroRim5cVrAXaNIwmU7aaWeSMDNRSuiLuPFV3LhQxIUb8W2ctAG19YeBn++cw5nz+zGjUlnWl1FYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3zN29powSgUkDRywSbR9JwmhIGooqRtqxIIj7jLT80VVWb90RIWkU3qpxTFyO+iENKEZKI8+s3nepZ8EL6AQC4ZR0UwexeIAyOpmkjky4N4Q/eJhhzyxbFWsquGjs3JRBrrpnfji9CCechAozJGXHtmLlpkgoihmZlJxEkhjhEeqTjrYh4kS66fS6CTzSpAeDSOgXKjilvydSxKUcc193cqQGcr6Wwf9qnUQF525KwzhRJMSzRUHCoIpgFhXsUUGwYmNtEBZU/xXiAdIxKR1oSYdgz5+8aJonFfu0Ur2plmuXeRxFcAAOwTGwwRmogWtQBw2AwQN4Ai/g1Xg0no03433WWjDymX3wR8bnN9hQom8=</latexit>

wi
0 =

e↵
i
0

P
j e

↵j
0

<latexit sha1_base64="pIBJg/V9W/k6xiGgANa5oIpAOgw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cKpi20sWy2m3bpZhN2J0op/Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omCTTjPsskYluhdRwKRT3UaDkrVRzGoeSN8PhzdRvPnJtRKLucZTyIKZ9JSLBKFrJf3pwu263XHGr7gxkmXg5qUCOerf81eklLIu5QiapMW3PTTEYU42CST4pdTLDU8qGtM/blioacxOMZ8dOyIlVeiRKtC2FZKb+nhjT2JhRHNrOmOLALHpT8T+vnWF0FYyFSjPkis0XRZkkmJDp56QnNGcoR5ZQpoW9lbAB1ZShzadkQ/AWX14mjbOqd1E9vzuv1K7zOIpwBMdwCh5cQg1uoQ4+MBDwDK/w5ijnxXl3PuatBSefOYQ/cD5/AC8Vjkk=</latexit>

w0
0 1x1Conv 3x3Conv

<latexit sha1_base64="oa1k2hHkDNsYX8VVJwKuUOGg7F0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZBEMqulOqx6MVjBfsB7VqyabaNzSZLklXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHTS0TRWiDSC5VO8CaciZowzDDaTtWFEcBp61gdD31W49UaSbFnRnH1I/wQLCQEWys1Dx7uvd6bq9YcsvuDGiZeBkpQYZ6r/jV7UuSRFQYwrHWHc+NjZ9iZRjhdFLoJprGmIzwgHYsFTii2k9n107QiVX6KJTKljBopv6eSHGk9TgKbGeEzVAvelPxP6+TmPDST5mIE0MFmS8KE46MRNPXUZ8pSgwfW4KJYvZWRIZYYWJsQAUbgrf48jJpnpe9arlyWynVrrI48nAEx3AKHlxADW6gDg0g8ADP8ApvjnRenHfnY96ac7KZQ/gD5/MHl4qOfw==</latexit>

+w1
0

<latexit sha1_base64="hdZYaHogtXlzxz4Jn3blcUizJwk=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZBEMpuKeqx6MVjBfsB7VqyabaNzSZLklXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHTS0TRWiDSC5VO8CaciZowzDDaTtWFEcBp61gdD31W49UaSbFnRnH1I/wQLCQEWys1Dx7uq/03F6x5JbdGdAy8TJSggz1XvGr25ckiagwhGOtO54bGz/FyjDC6aTQTTSNMRnhAe1YKnBEtZ/Orp2gE6v0USiVLWHQTP09keJI63EU2M4Im6Fe9Kbif14nMeGlnzIRJ4YKMl8UJhwZiaavoz5TlBg+tgQTxeytiAyxwsTYgAo2BG/x5WXSrJS983L1tlqqXWVx5OEIjuEUPLiAGtxAHRpA4AGe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7w152Qzh/AHzucPmRCOgA==</latexit>

+w2
0 Identity
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<latexit sha1_base64="/G3p+YtN+tADo8PKX/32yVg9qH0=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPbWCbbTbt0swm7G6GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVlDVoLGLVDlAzwSVrGG4EayeKYRQI1gpGN1O/9cSU5rG8N+OE+REOJA85RWOlhy6KZIg999HtlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKYRk4YK1LrjuYnxM1SGU8EmpW6qWYJ0hAPWsVRixLSfzS6ekBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyLDSOtxFNjOCM1QL3pT8T+vk5rwys+4TFLDJJ0vClNBTEym75M+V4waMbYEqeL2VkKHqJAaG1LJhuAtvrxMmmdV76J6fndeqV3ncRThCI7hFDy4hBrcQh0aQEHCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8Ad2okGY=</latexit>

↵0
0

<latexit sha1_base64="ju4+ydNb57bkz2+9YwFlI3WXK6Q=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPbWCbbTbt0swm7G6GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVlDVoLGLVDlAzwSVrGG4EayeKYRQI1gpGN1O/9cSU5rG8N+OE+REOJA85RWOlhy6KZIg999HrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKYRk4YK1LrjuYnxM1SGU8EmpW6qWYJ0hAPWsVRixLSfzS6ekBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyLDSOtxFNjOCM1QL3pT8T+vk5rwys+4TFLDJJ0vClNBTEym75M+V4waMbYEqeL2VkKHqJAaG1LJhuAtvrxMmmdV76J6fndeqV3ncRThCI7hFDy4hBrcQh0aQEHCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8Ad8skGc=</latexit>

↵1
0

<latexit sha1_base64="UHoOe+XtoGZF4acZPelWpYJ3ut8=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYJUY9ELx4xkUeElfQOszBhdnYzM2tCCH/hxYPGePVvvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUUdagsYhVO0DNBJesYbgRrJ0ohlEgWCsY3cz81hNTmsfy3owT5kc4kDzkFI2VHrookiH23MdKr1hyy+4cZJV4GSlBhnqv+NXtxzSNmDRUoNYdz02MP0FlOBVsWuimmiVIRzhgHUslRkz7k/nFU3JmlT4JY2VLGjJXf09MMNJ6HAW2M0Iz1MveTPzP66QmvPInXCapYZIuFoWpICYms/dJnytGjRhbglRxeyuhQ1RIjQ2pYEPwll9eJc1K2bsoV++qpdp1FkceTuAUzsGDS6jBLdShARQkPMMrvDnaeXHenY9Fa87JZo7hD5zPH+CwkGg=</latexit>

↵2
0

<latexit sha1_base64="lu/n7gbhVxZLuXSXlT+Yn6Krguk=">AAACHXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARXJVEiroRim5cVrAXaNIwmU7aaWeSMDNRSuiLuPFV3LhQxIUb8W2ctAG19YeBn++cw5nz+zGjUlnWl1FYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3zN29powSgUkDRywSbR9JwmhIGooqRtqxIIj7jLT80VVWb90RIWkU3qpxTFyO+iENKEZKI8+s3nepZ8EL6AQC4ZR0UwexeIAyOpmkjky4N4Q/eJhhzyxbFWsquGjs3JRBrrpnfji9CCechAozJGXHtmLlpkgoihmZlJxEkhjhEeqTjrYh4kS66fS6CTzSpAeDSOgXKjilvydSxKUcc193cqQGcr6Wwf9qnUQF525KwzhRJMSzRUHCoIpgFhXsUUGwYmNtEBZU/xXiAdIxKR1oSYdgz5+8aJonFfu0Ur2plmuXeRxFcAAOwTGwwRmogWtQBw2AwQN4Ai/g1Xg0no03433WWjDymX3wR8bnN9hQom8=</latexit>

wi
0 =

e↵
i
0

P
j e

↵j
0

<latexit sha1_base64="M9eU2h7V0GhTc1H2BddmRbasII0=">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</latexit>

min
↵

Lval(✓
⇤(↵),↵)

s.t. ✓⇤(↵) = min
✓(↵)

Ltrain(✓,↵)
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<latexit sha1_base64="/G3p+YtN+tADo8PKX/32yVg9qH0=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPbWCbbTbt0swm7G6GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVlDVoLGLVDlAzwSVrGG4EayeKYRQI1gpGN1O/9cSU5rG8N+OE+REOJA85RWOlhy6KZIg999HtlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKYRk4YK1LrjuYnxM1SGU8EmpW6qWYJ0hAPWsVRixLSfzS6ekBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyLDSOtxFNjOCM1QL3pT8T+vk5rwys+4TFLDJJ0vClNBTEym75M+V4waMbYEqeL2VkKHqJAaG1LJhuAtvrxMmmdV76J6fndeqV3ncRThCI7hFDy4hBrcQh0aQEHCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8Ad2okGY=</latexit>

↵0
0

<latexit sha1_base64="ju4+ydNb57bkz2+9YwFlI3WXK6Q=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPbWCbbTbt0swm7G6GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVlDVoLGLVDlAzwSVrGG4EayeKYRQI1gpGN1O/9cSU5rG8N+OE+REOJA85RWOlhy6KZIg999HrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKYRk4YK1LrjuYnxM1SGU8EmpW6qWYJ0hAPWsVRixLSfzS6ekBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyLDSOtxFNjOCM1QL3pT8T+vk5rwys+4TFLDJJ0vClNBTEym75M+V4waMbYEqeL2VkKHqJAaG1LJhuAtvrxMmmdV76J6fndeqV3ncRThCI7hFDy4hBrcQh0aQEHCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8Ad8skGc=</latexit>

↵1
0

<latexit sha1_base64="UHoOe+XtoGZF4acZPelWpYJ3ut8=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYJUY9ELx4xkUeElfQOszBhdnYzM2tCCH/hxYPGePVvvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUUdagsYhVO0DNBJesYbgRrJ0ohlEgWCsY3cz81hNTmsfy3owT5kc4kDzkFI2VHrookiH23MdKr1hyy+4cZJV4GSlBhnqv+NXtxzSNmDRUoNYdz02MP0FlOBVsWuimmiVIRzhgHUslRkz7k/nFU3JmlT4JY2VLGjJXf09MMNJ6HAW2M0Iz1MveTPzP66QmvPInXCapYZIuFoWpICYms/dJnytGjRhbglRxeyuhQ1RIjQ2pYEPwll9eJc1K2bsoV++qpdp1FkceTuAUzsGDS6jBLdShARQkPMMrvDnaeXHenY9Fa87JZo7hD5zPH+CwkGg=</latexit>

↵2
0

<latexit sha1_base64="lu/n7gbhVxZLuXSXlT+Yn6Krguk=">AAACHXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARXJVEiroRim5cVrAXaNIwmU7aaWeSMDNRSuiLuPFV3LhQxIUb8W2ctAG19YeBn++cw5nz+zGjUlnWl1FYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3zN29powSgUkDRywSbR9JwmhIGooqRtqxIIj7jLT80VVWb90RIWkU3qpxTFyO+iENKEZKI8+s3nepZ8EL6AQC4ZR0UwexeIAyOpmkjky4N4Q/eJhhzyxbFWsquGjs3JRBrrpnfji9CCechAozJGXHtmLlpkgoihmZlJxEkhjhEeqTjrYh4kS66fS6CTzSpAeDSOgXKjilvydSxKUcc193cqQGcr6Wwf9qnUQF525KwzhRJMSzRUHCoIpgFhXsUUGwYmNtEBZU/xXiAdIxKR1oSYdgz5+8aJonFfu0Ur2plmuXeRxFcAAOwTGwwRmogWtQBw2AwQN4Ai/g1Xg0no03433WWjDymX3wR8bnN9hQom8=</latexit>

wi
0 =

e↵
i
0

P
j e

↵j
0

<latexit sha1_base64="M9eU2h7V0GhTc1H2BddmRbasII0=">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</latexit>

min
↵

Lval(✓
⇤(↵),↵)

s.t. ✓⇤(↵) = min
✓(↵)

Ltrain(✓,↵)
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<latexit sha1_base64="/G3p+YtN+tADo8PKX/32yVg9qH0=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPbWCbbTbt0swm7G6GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVlDVoLGLVDlAzwSVrGG4EayeKYRQI1gpGN1O/9cSU5rG8N+OE+REOJA85RWOlhy6KZIg999HtlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKYRk4YK1LrjuYnxM1SGU8EmpW6qWYJ0hAPWsVRixLSfzS6ekBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyLDSOtxFNjOCM1QL3pT8T+vk5rwys+4TFLDJJ0vClNBTEym75M+V4waMbYEqeL2VkKHqJAaG1LJhuAtvrxMmmdV76J6fndeqV3ncRThCI7hFDy4hBrcQh0aQEHCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8Ad2okGY=</latexit>

↵0
0

<latexit sha1_base64="ju4+ydNb57bkz2+9YwFlI3WXK6Q=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPbWCbbTbt0swm7G6GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVlDVoLGLVDlAzwSVrGG4EayeKYRQI1gpGN1O/9cSU5rG8N+OE+REOJA85RWOlhy6KZIg999HrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKYRk4YK1LrjuYnxM1SGU8EmpW6qWYJ0hAPWsVRixLSfzS6ekBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyLDSOtxFNjOCM1QL3pT8T+vk5rwys+4TFLDJJ0vClNBTEym75M+V4waMbYEqeL2VkKHqJAaG1LJhuAtvrxMmmdV76J6fndeqV3ncRThCI7hFDy4hBrcQh0aQEHCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8Ad8skGc=</latexit>

↵1
0

<latexit sha1_base64="UHoOe+XtoGZF4acZPelWpYJ3ut8=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYJUY9ELx4xkUeElfQOszBhdnYzM2tCCH/hxYPGePVvvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUUdagsYhVO0DNBJesYbgRrJ0ohlEgWCsY3cz81hNTmsfy3owT5kc4kDzkFI2VHrookiH23MdKr1hyy+4cZJV4GSlBhnqv+NXtxzSNmDRUoNYdz02MP0FlOBVsWuimmiVIRzhgHUslRkz7k/nFU3JmlT4JY2VLGjJXf09MMNJ6HAW2M0Iz1MveTPzP66QmvPInXCapYZIuFoWpICYms/dJnytGjRhbglRxeyuhQ1RIjQ2pYEPwll9eJc1K2bsoV++qpdp1FkceTuAUzsGDS6jBLdShARQkPMMrvDnaeXHenY9Fa87JZo7hD5zPH+CwkGg=</latexit>

↵2
0

<latexit sha1_base64="lu/n7gbhVxZLuXSXlT+Yn6Krguk=">AAACHXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARXJVEiroRim5cVrAXaNIwmU7aaWeSMDNRSuiLuPFV3LhQxIUb8W2ctAG19YeBn++cw5nz+zGjUlnWl1FYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3zN29powSgUkDRywSbR9JwmhIGooqRtqxIIj7jLT80VVWb90RIWkU3qpxTFyO+iENKEZKI8+s3nepZ8EL6AQC4ZR0UwexeIAyOpmkjky4N4Q/eJhhzyxbFWsquGjs3JRBrrpnfji9CCechAozJGXHtmLlpkgoihmZlJxEkhjhEeqTjrYh4kS66fS6CTzSpAeDSOgXKjilvydSxKUcc193cqQGcr6Wwf9qnUQF525KwzhRJMSzRUHCoIpgFhXsUUGwYmNtEBZU/xXiAdIxKR1oSYdgz5+8aJonFfu0Ur2plmuXeRxFcAAOwTGwwRmogWtQBw2AwQN4Ai/g1Xg0no03433WWjDymX3wR8bnN9hQom8=</latexit>

wi
0 =

e↵
i
0

P
j e

↵j
0

<latexit sha1_base64="M9eU2h7V0GhTc1H2BddmRbasII0=">AAAChXicbVFNT9tAEF27tND0Ky3HXlZERWnVWjaiHxdU1F564ABSA0jZ1BpvJmTFeu3ujlEjy/+kv4ob/6abxCAIHWmlp/fe6M3OZKVWjuL4KggfrD18tL7xuPPk6bPnL7ovXx27orISB7LQhT3NwKFWBgekSONpaRHyTONJdv59rp9coHWqMD9pVuIohzOjJkoCeSrt/t0WuTKpAF1OgYscaCpB1wdNWl+AbvqCpkjw611/6Xj7nreAC9HZFoR/qHYRRQ0XvysY81U/3+N8kVAvlWu+uZtFFpS5TrvJSLu9OIoXxe+DpAU91tZh2r0U40JWORqSGpwbJnFJoxosKamx6YjKYQnyHM5w6KGBHN2oXmyx4W88M+aTwvpniC/Y2x015M7N8sw756O7VW1O/k8bVjT5MqqVKStCI5dBk0pzKvj8JHysLErSMw9AWuVn5XIKFiT5w3X8EpLVL98HxztR8jGKj3Z7+9/adWyw12yL9VnCPrN99oMdsgGTQRj0gyTYCdfDD+Fu+GlpDYO2Z5PdqfDrP/Wzwcg=</latexit>

min
↵

Lval(✓
⇤(↵),↵)

s.t. ✓⇤(↵) = min
✓(↵)

Ltrain(✓,↵)
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<latexit sha1_base64="liC1gU+cPOANjsyPoQj9p2yLT98=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei1BFyowo6k5048JFBWsLnTrcSdM2mMkMyR2hDP0WN/6KGxeKuhL8GNN2Fr4OBA7nnMvNPWEihUHX/XAmJqemZ2bn5gsLi0vLK8XVtWsTp5rxGotlrBshGC6F4jUUKHkj0RyiUPJ6eHs29Ot3XBsRqyvsJ7wVQVeJjmCAVgqKx76CUELgg0x6QP0IsMdAZheDILsDOSj72OMINzvlcWJ7l+YkKJbcijsC/Uu8nJRIjmpQfPPbMUsjrpBJMKbpuQm2MtAomOSDgp8angC7hS5vWqog4qaVjU4c0C2rtGkn1vYppCP1+0QGkTH9KLTJ4QnmtzcU//OaKXaOWplQSYpcsfGiTiopxnTYF20LzRnKviXAtLB/pawHGhjaVgu2BO/3yX/J9V7FO6i4l/ulk9O8jjmyQTZJmXjkkJyQc1IlNcLIPXkkz+TFeXCenFfnfRydcPKZdfIDzucX/OGj5A==</latexit>

r↵Lval(✓
⇤(↵),↵)
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<latexit sha1_base64="3AeO1Cc/5mWn53lmDIZFEJL7lJU=">AAACVHicbVHLSgMxFM2Mr1pfVZdugkVQ0DIjii5FNy5cVLAqdMpwJ01taCYTkjvFMvQjdSH4JW5cmD4UXxcCJ+ecm+SeJFoKi0Hw6vkzs3PzC6XF8tLyyupaZX3j1ma5YbzBMpmZ+wQsl0LxBgqU/F4bDmki+V3Suxjpd31urMjUDQ40b6XwoERHMEBHxZVeBFqb7JFGChIJcQRSd4FGKWCXgSyuhnHRBzncjbDLEejBl3Gy/2FEA0J9Wvfp5Ky9LxBXqkEtGBf9C8IpqJJp1ePKc9TOWJ5yhUyCtc0w0NgqwKBgkg/LUW65BtaDB950UEHKbasYhzKkO45p005m3FJIx+z3jgJSawdp4pyjGexvbUT+pzVz7Jy2CqF0jlyxyUWdXFLM6Chh2haGM5QDB4AZ4d5KWRcMMHT/UHYhhL9H/gtuD2vhcS24PqqenU/jKJEtsk12SUhOyBm5JHXSIIw8kTePeJ734r37M/7cxOp7055N8qP81Q+JKbPQ</latexit>

⇡ r↵Lval(✓ �r✓Ltrain(✓,↵),↵)

<latexit sha1_base64="liC1gU+cPOANjsyPoQj9p2yLT98=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei1BFyowo6k5048JFBWsLnTrcSdM2mMkMyR2hDP0WN/6KGxeKuhL8GNN2Fr4OBA7nnMvNPWEihUHX/XAmJqemZ2bn5gsLi0vLK8XVtWsTp5rxGotlrBshGC6F4jUUKHkj0RyiUPJ6eHs29Ot3XBsRqyvsJ7wVQVeJjmCAVgqKx76CUELgg0x6QP0IsMdAZheDILsDOSj72OMINzvlcWJ7l+YkKJbcijsC/Uu8nJRIjmpQfPPbMUsjrpBJMKbpuQm2MtAomOSDgp8angC7hS5vWqog4qaVjU4c0C2rtGkn1vYppCP1+0QGkTH9KLTJ4QnmtzcU//OaKXaOWplQSYpcsfGiTiopxnTYF20LzRnKviXAtLB/pawHGhjaVgu2BO/3yX/J9V7FO6i4l/ulk9O8jjmyQTZJmXjkkJyQc1IlNcLIPXkkz+TFeXCenFfnfRydcPKZdfIDzucX/OGj5A==</latexit>

r↵Lval(✓
⇤(↵),↵)
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<latexit sha1_base64="1WZXfNZSeRmUCjHqYxmaX0vV32I=">AAACIHicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei6AgZUaUuiy6ceFCwWqhU4Y7aWqDmUxI7hTL0E9x46+4caGI7vRrTB8LrR4IHM45l9x7Yi2FRd//9KamZ2bn5hcWC0vLK6trxfWNa5tmhvEaS2Vq6jFYLoXiNRQoeV0bDkks+U18dzrwb7rcWJGqK+xp3kzgVom2YIBOioqVELQ26T0NFcQSohCk7gANE8AOA5mf96O8C7K/G2KHI+zTUWAvKpb8sj8E/UuCMSmRMS6i4kfYSlmWcIVMgrWNwNfYzMGgYJL3C2FmuQZ2B7e84aiChNtmPjywT3ec0qLt1LinkA7VnxM5JNb2ktglB4vbSW8g/uc1MmwfN3OhdIZcsdFH7UxSTOmgLdoShjOUPUeAGeF2pawDBhi6TguuhGDy5L/k+qAcHJX9y8NS9WRcxwLZIttklwSkQqrkjFyQGmHkgTyRF/LqPXrP3pv3PopOeeOZTfIL3tc3Vjyjqw==</latexit>

⇡ r↵Lval(✓,↵)

<latexit sha1_base64="3AeO1Cc/5mWn53lmDIZFEJL7lJU=">AAACVHicbVHLSgMxFM2Mr1pfVZdugkVQ0DIjii5FNy5cVLAqdMpwJ01taCYTkjvFMvQjdSH4JW5cmD4UXxcCJ+ecm+SeJFoKi0Hw6vkzs3PzC6XF8tLyyupaZX3j1ma5YbzBMpmZ+wQsl0LxBgqU/F4bDmki+V3Suxjpd31urMjUDQ40b6XwoERHMEBHxZVeBFqb7JFGChIJcQRSd4FGKWCXgSyuhnHRBzncjbDLEejBl3Gy/2FEA0J9Wvfp5Ky9LxBXqkEtGBf9C8IpqJJp1ePKc9TOWJ5yhUyCtc0w0NgqwKBgkg/LUW65BtaDB950UEHKbasYhzKkO45p005m3FJIx+z3jgJSawdp4pyjGexvbUT+pzVz7Jy2CqF0jlyxyUWdXFLM6Chh2haGM5QDB4AZ4d5KWRcMMHT/UHYhhL9H/gtuD2vhcS24PqqenU/jKJEtsk12SUhOyBm5JHXSIIw8kTePeJ734r37M/7cxOp7055N8qP81Q+JKbPQ</latexit>

⇡ r↵Lval(✓ �r✓Ltrain(✓,↵),↵)

<latexit sha1_base64="liC1gU+cPOANjsyPoQj9p2yLT98=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei1BFyowo6k5048JFBWsLnTrcSdM2mMkMyR2hDP0WN/6KGxeKuhL8GNN2Fr4OBA7nnMvNPWEihUHX/XAmJqemZ2bn5gsLi0vLK8XVtWsTp5rxGotlrBshGC6F4jUUKHkj0RyiUPJ6eHs29Ot3XBsRqyvsJ7wVQVeJjmCAVgqKx76CUELgg0x6QP0IsMdAZheDILsDOSj72OMINzvlcWJ7l+YkKJbcijsC/Uu8nJRIjmpQfPPbMUsjrpBJMKbpuQm2MtAomOSDgp8angC7hS5vWqog4qaVjU4c0C2rtGkn1vYppCP1+0QGkTH9KLTJ4QnmtzcU//OaKXaOWplQSYpcsfGiTiopxnTYF20LzRnKviXAtLB/pawHGhjaVgu2BO/3yX/J9V7FO6i4l/ulk9O8jjmyQTZJmXjkkJyQc1IlNcLIPXkkz+TFeXCenFfnfRydcPKZdfIDzucX/OGj5A==</latexit>

r↵Lval(✓
⇤(↵),↵)
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• Finds networks with very little computation cost (~1 GPU day) that perform 
better or on-par with existing NAS methods
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• How well a given architecture will do when fully trained can be approximated by 
how “flexible” the network is.
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• Neural Architecture Search (NAS) focuses on automatically finding highly 
performant network architectures
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• Neural Architecture Search (NAS) focuses on automatically finding highly 
performant network architectures 

• Search is commonly done with either RL or gradient methods (e.g. DARTS) 

• One fruitful use has been searching for compute efficient networks


